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Abstract 
When we look at the fatigue reliability of a structure, its dynamic response will be closely related to the sensitivity to material 
properties both in terms of crack propagation and limit state. In this paper, we have identified 2 types of response spectra for 
hydroelectric turbines. The type 1 spectrum is simpler and was the first encountered. The type 2 spectrum is more complex and 
contains more Low Cycle Fatigue (LCF) stress cycles compare to type 1. Hence, reliability decreases faster for similar 
parameters values. For each spectrum, 3 scenarios have been identified. In this paper, we first present the simple typical response 
spectra expected, the reliability model and its relation to life expectancy with regards for High Cycle Fatigue (HCF). Next, we 
propose families of response spectra based on the observed data from in situ measurements. This is followed by a discussion on 
the sensitivity to material properties. Finally, we suggest specific guidelines and recommendations. We believe that a better 
knowledge of the structure response spectra with respect to fatigue reliability will help turbine operators and manufacturers to 
maximize the overall reliability of their equipment. 
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Nomenclature 
a  defect size 
0a  defect size at which the fatigue limit and the LEFM threshold cross 
)(xf X  joint density function 
)(xg  limit state 
n  number of blades 
t  time 
x   an n-dimensional vector of random variables 
)(aY   stress intensity correction factor for a given geometry 
K'   stress intensity factor 
thK'  stress intensity factor of the LEFM threshold 
onsetK'  stress intensity factor of the HCF onset  
V'   stress cycle range 
0V'  fatigue limit 
LCFV'  stress cycle range of the LCF loading component 
HCFV'  stress cycle range of the HCF loading component 
ShutdownV'  stress cycle range of the shutdown transient 
SNLV'  stress cycle range of the regime change from maximum opening to SNL 
StartupV' stress cycle range of the startup transient 
1. Introduction 
The response of a turbine runner to both transient events and steady operating conditions has an impact on the 
runner remaining life. We observe, when looking at the currently available experimental data, that each turbine has a 
unique dynamic behavior. This renders difficult the standardization of turbines response spectra. However, even if it 
is difficult to generalize the behavior of turbine runners with only one standard spectrum, we are able to distinguish 
families of typical behavior. The expected spectra dictate the sensitivity to material property which defines both the 
speed at which a defect propagates and the limit state in terms of fatigue reliability [1]. To evaluate risk, we have to 
work with a simplified representation of the real-world phenomena which means a tradeoff between model 
complexity and sufficiently detailed results [2]. We argue that based on available data, we need to differentiate 
response spectra families and that these spectra families have an influence on the sensitivity to materials properties. 
The previously used LCF/HCF loading model [3] might be too simple for our purpose. Given that the behavior of a 
runner belongs to one of these observed families of behavior, we hope to issue more relevant recommendations to 
maximize life and reliability.  
For hydroelectric turbines, we define the reliability limit as the onset of High Cycle Fatigue (HCF). More 
specifically, the HCF onset is the contribution to crack propagation of small amplitude stress cycles which are 
different from the high amplitude cycles irrespective of their frequency as defined by Nicholas, 2006 [4]. The high 
amplitude cycles are thus considered the low cycle fatigue (LCF) component of the spectra. For a large turbine 
runner, this means that every steady operating condition should have a response spectrum below the HCF onset 
threshold at any given time [3]. This statement has far reaching implications regarding the relation between the 
response spectra of the runner and its fatigue reliability. Using measured strain data from Hydro-Québec turbine 
runners as reference, we intend to demonstrate that even if some response spectra are in accordance with current 
design specifications and practices, the behavior of some observed families of spectra might lead to counterintuitive 
results. This knowledge should help turbines operators and manufacturers to maximize the reliability of their 
equipment. 
The paper is structured as follows. First, we present the typical type of response spectra expected, the reliability 
model and its relation to life expectancy. Next, we propose families of response spectra based on the observed data 
from in situ measurements followed by a discussion on the sensitivity to material properties. Finally, specific 
guidelines and recommendations are suggested. 
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2. Hydroelectric turbine runner fatigue reliability 
In previous work [3, 5, 6], we defined that, at any given point in time, the criteria for hydroelectric turbine runner 
fatigue reliability was that every allowed steady state operation should have a response spectrum below the HCF 
onset threshold. This means that, as the defect grows, the stress cycles range should stay below the limit formed by 
the Kitagawa diagram. The fatigue reliability limit state is illustrated in Fig. 1a. The simplest spectrum considered is 
composed of at least a high amplitude LCF component which contributes to crack propagation and some HCF 
components which should not contribute to propagation as shown in Fig. 1b. Notice the arrow in Fig. 1a which 
represent the movement toward the limit state of the joint distribution formed by the HCF stress range οߪ and defect 
size ܽ as the LCF component contribute the crack propagation. This growth is a function of the number of LCF 






Fig. 1. (a) Fatigue reliability limit state; (b) Structure response spectrum. 
The Kitagawa diagram [7] combines two limits ( 0V'  and onsetK' ) that are joined together using the El Haddad 
correction [8]. The limit state is expressed as follows: 
 
݃ሺܽǡ οߪሻ ൌ οߪ െ ο௄೚೙ೞ೐೟ඥగሺ௔ା௔బሻ௒ሺ௔ା௔బሻ   (1) 
 
ܽ଴ ൌ ଵగ ቀ
ο௄೚೙ೞ೐೟
οఙబ௒ሺ௔బሻቁ  (2) 
 
 Often, οܭ௧௛ is used in place of οܭ௢௡௦௘௧  because it is easier to measure hence more readily available. For the 
following discussion, we will only use οܭ௧௛. From Eq. 1, we obtain the probability of failure ௙ܲ  by solving the 
following: 
 
௙ܲ ൌ ׬ ௑݂ሺݔሻ݀ݔ௚ሺ௫ሻஸ଴    (3) 
 
in which, ݔ is an n-dimensional vector of random variables with a joint density function ௑݂ሺݔሻ. This value can 
easily be approximated using First Order Reliability Methods (FORM) as describe in [3]. The results can either be 
expressed in terms of the reliability index ߚ, probability of failure ௙ܲ or runner reliability ܴ as follows: 
 
௙ܲ ൌ Ȱሺെߚሻ   (4) 
 
ܴ ൌ ሺͳ െ ௙ܲሻ௡  (5) 
 
where ݊ is the number of blades of the runner and Ȱሺήሻ is the standard normal cumulative distribution function. 
Notice that from this definition HCF will occur when the largest defect in a given volume propagates due to the 
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largest stress cycle of a given return period. Hence, the uncertainty around the defect size and stress range is 
modeled using an extreme value distribution. In our case, we have chosen to use the Gumbel distribution for 
simplicity purpose. Furthermore, unless mentioned otherwise the parameters in Table 1 are used to illustrate the 
limit state in this paper. Those parameters represent the limit below which we believe we are completely safe and 
above which we are certain that the onset of HCF has occured in CA6NM stainless steel [6]. Using parameters 
values inside this uncertainty interval requires proper knowledge of the material properties of the specific turbine 
runner studied.  
Table 1. Limit state parameters uncertainty interval 
Parameters Uncertainty interval Units 
thK'  [2.0, 4.0] MPa·m½ 
0V'  [55, 550] MPa 
3. Response spectrum type 1 
Starting from the basic structure response presented in Fig. 1b, it was rapidly discovered that the transient and all 
relevant steady state regimes should be included in the model [5]. This lead to the type 1 simplified response 
spectrum presented in Fig. 2 which is applicable for a wide range of runner from Francis to propeller type of runner. 
The spectrum is characterized by at least two HCF stress ranges. The first, οߪு஼ிଵ, is a critical steady state where 
we need to operate but can restrict the operation time. The second,  οߪு஼ிଶ, is the critical steady state regime which 
cannot be restricted within the normal operation range. The rest of the spectrum contains the LCF components 
generated by the transients and load changes. Only the largest amplitude cycles which are οߪௌ௧௔௥௧௨௣, οߪௌ௛௨௧ௗ௢௪௡ and 
οߪௌே௅ are included in the simplified spectrum of Fig. 2.  We should note that the transients’ contributions to the LCF 
components can be minimized by optimizing the turbine control parameters which are not fixed characteristics [9]. 
Furthermore, in cases where the runner operates within a range where static stress variations are small, the stress 
cycles due to these load changes can often be neglected.  
 
Fig. 2. Type 1 simplified response spectrum. 
Using this spectrum, two distinct possibilities can arise: either we have case 1 where  οߪு஼ிଵ ൑ οߪு஼ிଶ, or 
case 2 where  οߪு஼ிଵ ൐ οߪு஼ிଶ . In both of these cases, neitherοߪு஼ிଵ, nor οߪு஼ிଶ contributes to propagation.  
However, a third case can arise where οߪு஼ிଵ contributes to propagation but not οߪு஼ிଶ. This is case 3 which, for 
every other aspects, is similar to case 2. Each of the three cases has different implications regarding reliability and 
the influence of material properties. 
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3.1. Case 1  
We observe in the examples of measured responses presented in Fig. 3 that oftentimes  οߪு஼ிଵ can be equal or 
lower than οߪு஼ிଶ. Since οߪு஼ிଶ will be the first to cross the threshold and because the time of operation in this 
regime cannot be restricted, it become the only critical steady state regime of operation. This simplifies greatly the 






Fig. 3. Two measured examples of type 1 case 1 response. 
If we look at the reliability of a runner using the limit state uncertainty interval defined in Table 1, we observe in 
Fig. 4 that as long as the joint distribution of defect size ܽ and stress range οߪு஼ி stay in the completely safe region 
only the propagation speed due to the LCF components of the spectrum is of concern and a refined knowledge of the 
material properties related to the limit state are not necessary to ensure safe operation.  Furthermore, there is no 
restriction to the time of operation in any of the possible steady state regimes. However due to the width of the 
uncertainty interval, situations can arise where the joint distribution is inside the uncertainty interval and the 
probability of both completely safe and unsafe operation are small. In these situations, reliable operation can only be 
confirmed by improving our knowledge of material properties to reduce the interval with the hope of enlarging the 
safe region.  
 
  
Fig. 4. Example of type case 1 reliability problem. 
3.2. Cases 2 and 3 
The second case, presented in Fig. 5, shows that sometime the most critical steady state regime can be Speed-No-
Load (SNL) regime. This regime is slightly different than the others because we need to operate at this regime to 
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synchronize the turbine to the electrical grid but it is not part of what is considered normal continuous operation. 
This means that we can only try to minimize the time of operation in this regime to maximize the reliability of the 
turbine runner. 
  
Fig. 5. A measured example of type 1 case 2 response. 
An ideal situation is when both οߪு஼ிଵ  and οߪு஼ிଶ  can be enclosed within the safe region as presented in 
Fig. 6a. This is what we define as case 2. However, more often than not οߪு஼ிଵ ends up in the uncertainty region or 
the unsafe region which is case 3 as shown in Fig. 6b. In situation where we are in case 3, a better understanding of 
both the structure response spectrum and material properties are required to ensure reliability. As οߪு஼ிଵ cross the 
limit state and has to be accounted in the LCF part of the spectrum which contributes to propagation, the time of 
operation in this given steady state regime needs to be restricted. However, the main difficulty is that it is the 
number of cycles in this regime that needs to be accounted for in the model, not the actual time spent in the regime. 
Those cycles are a function of an uncertain time interval rather than only a number of discreet events like the start-
stop cycles normally used for the LCF components. Furthermore, we need a starting point as to when to start 
accounting for these cycles. This question is difficult to answer because of the uncertainty in material properties 






Fig. 6. (a) Case 2 with all operating condition safe; (b) Case 3 with some operating condition unsafe. 
4. Response spectrum type 2 
For some turbine runners, at the critical location on the blade, we observe the behavior shown in the example 
presented in Fig. 7.  In this figure, we observe that the SNL steady state condition has the highest mean stress. This 
influences significantly the number of stress cycles to account for in the LCF part of the spectrum since the runner 
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has to go through this condition twice for every startup. Because of this, even if we minimize the transients until 
they disappear completely, we have to minimally account for twice as many LCF cycles for type 2 spectrum 
compare to type 1 spectrum. Furthermore, we observe in the example in Fig. 7 that these types of spectrum generally 
tend to generate larger amplitude transients than type 1 spectrum. Moreover, we only have observed οߪு஼ிଵ ൐
οߪு஼ிଶ in the currently available measurements. Nonetheless, we believe that, for this type of spectrum, we could 
encounter situation where  οߪு஼ிଵ ൑ οߪு஼ிଶ. 
   
(a) (b) 
 
Fig. 7. (a) Measured example of Type 2 response; (b) Type 2 simplified response spectrum. 
Since this type of spectrum generates more LCF cycles, for similar HCF amplitude, the defects will tend to reach 
the limit state a lot faster than with type 1 spectrum.  Hence, material properties have an even greater influence on 
the reliability and limit the time where we can rely on the safe region in our model. 
5. Discussion 
One of the difficulties is that we cannot limit our analysis of turbine reliability to one location with a given set of 
response spectrum, defect size and material properties. In fact, not all locations on a turbine blade require the same 
level of inspection, have the same response spectrum for a given operation or have the same material properties. 
Since a turbine runner is generally manufactured from of cast components welded together (a Francis runner is made 
of blades, band and crown welded together), we should expected different properties given that we are in the welded 
zone or in the base material. The same is also true for defects probability of occurrence.  
Furthermore, stress level and even the whole type of spectrum can change from one location to another. As stated 
in the introduction, a choice needs to be made between model complexity and sufficiently detailed results to 
differentiate turbines. In the decision process, the decision maker needs to both identify the most critical turbine 
runner and the most critical location for inspection since the resources for maintenance are limited.  Currently, we 
believe that the differentiation between the types of spectrum will enable us to discriminate more easily the turbines 
and critical locations on the runner blades. However, if more detailed results are needed, model complexity might 
need to be increased.  One obvious example is case 3, when  οߪு஼ிଵ is in the uncertainty region or the unsafe 
region. In such case, the number of cycles becomes important. Actually, this number of οߪு஼ிଵ cycles depends on 
the time interval during which the runner stays in a particular regime (e.g. SNL) after each startup. Using the 
parameters values in Table 2 and calculating the reliability index based on the probability of being outside the safe 
region, we observe in Fig. 8 that the number of  οߪு஼ிଵ cycles per startup greatly influences the rate at which 
reliability decrease with time when they contribute to propagation. Notice that, in this example, we used type 1 
spectrum and neglected both the startup and shutdown transients to limit the number of parameters. This highlights 
the importance of periodic inspection which becomes more and more critical to sustain reliable operation as we 
increase the number of οߪு஼ிଵ cycles. 
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Table 2. Parameter values for case 3 example. 
Parameters Location Scale Distribution type Units 
a  1.5 0.5 Gumbel mm 
1HCFV'  80.0 1.0 Gumbel MPa 
2HCFV'  15.0 1.0 Gumbel MPa 
SNLV'  200.0 - - MPa 
StartupN  1 - - Day
−1 
1HCFN  [0, 10, 100] - - Startup
−1 
 
   
Fig. 8. Case 3: Effect of the number of cycles per startup in unsafe operating condition. 
Moreover, the reliability decreasing rate is not just influenced by the extreme cycles of a given return period but 
also by the other stress cycles contained in a given steady state regime. Hence, as more and more of the stress cycles 
from this steady state regime are above the limit state, a more complete representation of this operating condition is 
needed which might lead to the use of a complete stochastic model [10] rather than only its extreme value. In this 
case, the material properties would become as important for defining the time it takes to propagate the defect from 
case 2 to case 3 than for the defining the exact location of the limit state. However, since the limit state is not crisp, 
the uncertainty around the expected value might have as much importance as the expected value itself.  
6. Conclusions 
In this paper, we have identified 2 types of response spectrum for hydroelectric turbines. The first type is simpler 
and less severe in some cases which might warrant higher reliability. On the other hand, the second type of response 
spectrum is more complex and contains more LCF cycles compare to the first one hence reliability will decrease 
faster for the same parameters values. For each type of spectrum, 3 scenarios can be observed: 
x Case 1: οߪு஼ிଵ ൑ οߪு஼ிଶ x Case 2: οߪு஼ிଵ ൐ οߪு஼ிଶ and both stress range in the safe region x Case 3: οߪு஼ிଵ ൐ οߪு஼ிଶ and οߪு஼ிଵ not in the safe region 
Given our current knowledge, we recommend no specific actions for case 1 as long as the joint distribution 
formed by the HCF stress range and defect size is in the safe region. However, as soon as it will reach the limit state 
uncertainty interval, a better knowledge of material properties might be the only way to increase reliability. This is 
even more true in situation where we cannot influence the distribution of defect size or HCF stress range with added 
knowledge from either inspections or measurements. To estimate the time in the safe region, it is important to 
quantify properly the propagation due to the LCF component of the spectrum. This highlights the influence of the 
propagation model and its parameters which is more important for type 2 spectrum that contains a higher number of 
LCF cycles.  
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For case 2, our recommendations are similar to case 1. However, rather than failure, we will move to case 3 as 
soon as οߪு஼ிଵ  move out of the safe region. During the period before moving from case 2 to case 3, better 
knowledge of material properties both in term of propagation and limit state should be gathered. If large 
uncertainties around the stress ranges are expected, these should be reduced if possible before the structure reaches 
case 3. Because, when it does, it is almost impossible to warrant reliable operation without proper knowledge of 
both material properties and structure response spectrum. Hence, for case 3, we recommend to limit the time of 
operation for οߪு஼ிଵ. This effort should be combined with a refinement of the knowledge for all the parameters of 
the model. In this case, the inspection of the structure will often be the only way to confirm that the structure is not 
damaged since it will rapidly reach a point where reliability cannot be significantly increased by a better knowledge 
of the model parameters.    
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